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each of the stories in this digest is  
complemented by a lesson plan that is 

available online and can be downloaded  
as a Pdf. the lessons can be used in  

classrooms from grade 7 to grade 12  
and were written by one of canadian 

geographic education’s more than 18,000 
members. to see all 11 lesson plans,  

visit idrc.canadiangeographic.ca/education.  

Whether it’s helping pigeon-pea farmers in Kenya (this image) reduce their vulnerability 

to climate change or assisting amaranthus plant collectors in Nigeria (cover image)  

improve their agricultural practices, Canada’s International Development Research  

Centre is making a difference in the lives of people throughout the developing world.  

watch for the latest charting 
change stories every month at 
idrc.canadiangeographic.ca.
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CHANGING THE WORLD 
one solution at a time
A message from Jean Lebel, president of the 
International Development research centre

T    he stories you are about to read shine a 
light on inspiring people who are creating 
global change through their innovation, 

courage and actions. 
these are stories of how researchers, scientists, 

policymakers, academics, professionals, civil society 

and private-sector actors are contributing to long-

term development in low- and middle-income 

countries. they are doing this by tackling climate 

change, empowering women, supporting farmers, 

promoting science, improving health and more.  

these people are the cornerstone of our work. 

since 1970, the international development research 

centre (idrc) has invested in knowledge, innovations 

and solutions to improve lives and livelihoods in the 

developing world. we support leading thinkers who 

advance knowledge and solve practical development 

problems. we provide the resources, advice and 

training they need to implement and share their 

solutions with those who need them most. 

in this digest, you will meet leaders such as 

tendai mugwawa (page 16), who is a graduate of the 

idrc-supported african institute for mathematical 

sciences. tendai now develops mathematical models 

that are used to control tuberculosis outbreaks and 

is an inspiring example of how local knowledge 

results in sustainable solutions. you will also meet 

people such as rohan samarajiva (page 10), chair 

of an information and communications technology 

think tank in sri lanka. rohan is working with the 

government in myanmar to help citizens access and 

benefit from mobile technology.

i am thrilled that the idrc is collaborating with 

Canadian Geographic to bring to canadians the 

latest research undertaken by top researchers 

from the developing world, in collaboration with 

canadian-based researchers. this annual digest is 

a collection of stories that have been appearing 

monthly on the Charting Change website, which 

you can visit at idrc.canadiangeographic.ca, 

providing an overview of the work of the idrc and 

our partners. these stories also demonstrate the 

many ways canadians are contributing globally to 

lasting impacts. 

Canadian Geographic plays a unique role by 

offering a canadian lens on the world. through 

these stories, the idrc and Canadian Geographic 

are celebrating canada’s global contribution to 

transformative research. 

if these stories interest you, i encourage you to 

follow the series as more stories appear each month 

on the website. learn more about the researchers, 

their work and the pressing challenges they are 

addressing. i am continually inspired by their 

achievements, and i hope you will be too.

Perhaps you’re like I once was when it comes 
to posessing some knowledge about the 
role Canada plays in the developing world.  

yes, i knew that money was being spent on helping 

people, but i didn’t know precisely where or how these 

people were being helped, or indeed what canadian 

institution was helping them. what vague impressions 

i did have were gleaned from snippets i’d catch on tv 

news, radio broadcasts i’d overhear, headlines i’d scan. 

the concept was concrete, but the people and the 

reality of their day-to-day existence was amorphous.

that changed shortly after i started to work on 

Charting Change, a project that highlights the many 

ways canada’s international development research 

centre (idrc) is helping the people of kenya, Peru, 

myanmar, morocco, india and so many more nations 

that face often daunting challenges day after day, 

whether it’s coping with the very serious effects 

of climate change or building a safe community 

through digital technology. 

it helps, of course, to have great writers such as 

alanna mitchell, Brian owens and niki wilson telling 

compelling stories. what’s even better (at least from 

an editor’s persepctive) is when it’s clear that their 

interest has been piqued before they start writing. 

that can only bode well for you, the reader. 

the stories herein fall under one of three colour-

coded categories, each representing an idrc program: 

agriculture and the environment (green); inclusive 

economies (orange); and technology and innovation 

(brown). regardless of category, i hope these stories 

enrich your knowledge of the developing world, and 

canada’s role in it, as much as they did mine. 

  —Harry Wilson
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MAKING THE CASE 
for safe delivery  
how one organization is using the law to 
improve maternal and child health in uganda

By Niki Wilson

Having successfully delivered her 
baby at a public health facility in 
Mityana, a city just west of Uganda’s 

capital, Kampala, in 2009, Sylvia Nalubowa 
was surprised to learn that her labour 
wasn’t over — she was having twins. But 
there was a problem. Try as Nalubowa 
might, her second child was stubbornly 
resisting entry into the world.

she was referred to a district hospital 
in another part of the city, where more 
experienced staff could help her. her mother-
in-law paid a good samaritan fuel costs to drive 
nalubowa there, as nalubowa had no access to 
an ambulance. But when she arrived she was 
refused care. the reason? she wasn’t able to 
provide a “mama kit,” which contains items such 
as rubber gloves, plastic sheets, cotton wool, 
soap, cord ties, antibiotic drops for the baby’s 
eyes and surgical blades.

all women in uganda who are about to give 
birth in a government health facility like the 
hospital in mityana are required to produce 
a mama kit to ensure sterile conditions, but 
nalubowa had already used hers at the birth 
of her first child earlier that day. the kits are 
distributed by the national medical stores, 
a government corporation, and are meant 
to be free of charge, but hospital attendants 
demanded nalubowa pay for a second kit, a 
cost she could not afford. despite eventually 
negotiating to pay for the kit after the 
delivery by selling some of her domestic 

animals, nalubowa and her unborn child died 
hours later from blood loss.

nalubowa’s story is tragically all-too familiar 
in a country that has had systemic problems 
when it comes to maternal health, says moses 
mulumba, a lawyer and the executive director 
of the centre for health, human rights and 
development, a kampala-based organization 
that works to ensure law and public policy are 
used to promote and protect health and human 
rights in east africa.

“every day you would read in the newspaper 
that a woman has died,” he says. often the 
death is as a result of a doctor or other health-
care provider not being available. the world 
health organization and unicef report that 
360 women die per 100,000 live births in 

uganda, with about 5,900 women dying from 
maternal health issues every year.

mama kits have been transformative in 
helping lower the risk of death and infection 
during birth. But there are still places where 
kits aren’t available to, or affordable for, women 
living in poverty. even if a woman in labour 
takes a kit to the hospital, there is no guarantee 
she will get help from a doctor or health-care 
worker, the most corrupt of whom try to turn 
crisis into profit. in addition, if the health-care 
facility has been unable to pay utility bills, there 
may be no running water and electricity when 
the expectant mother arrives.

it’s better than it once was, says dr. olive 
sentumbwe of the who, who works with 
mulumba on maternal health issues. there 
is good quality health care available in many 
regions for a small fee, she says, “But depending 
on the wealth of the house, women are exposed 
to different conditions.”  with 1.4 million 
mothers-to-be in the country annually, she says 
health supplies and providers often fall short.

with the help of funding from the international 
development research centre, mulumba’s 
organization is working to change this. in 

2011, the organization filed a lawsuit against 
the government of uganda with the family of 
nalubowa and Jennifer anguko, a woman who 
died from blood loss in 2010 after enduring 
obstructed labour for more than eight hours 
without the aid of a health-care professional. in 
2012, a lower court refused to hear the case — a 
decision the country’s supreme court overruled 
in october 2015, ordering the lower court to 
determine whether the government has taken 
all practical measures to ensure basic maternal 
health services are provided.

regardless of the outcome, says mulumba, 
the lawsuit is already making a difference. 
the highly publicized case has sparked an 
important discussion among ugandans, 
brought international scrutiny to the issue 
and garnered the attention of the country’s 
Parliament, which in december 2011 passed 
a resolution directing the government to 
develop laws that adequately deal with 
issues around maternal and newborn health. 
the case has spurred multiple changes, says 
mulumba, “not just within the government, 
but also within our own thinking on how the 
government can be engaged.”

inclusive economies

Uganda

The case has spurred multiple 
changes not just within the 
government, but also within 
our own thinking on how the 
government can be engaged.

Protestors in Kampala  
march to court in 2012 to 
complain about a delay in 
delivering judgment on a  
case involving two women 
who died in childbirth. 
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FIGHTING MALARIA  
in northern Peru 
changing irrigation practices could 
help eliminate the disease

By Brian Owens

When large-scale irrigation came 
to Peru’s north coast in the 1960s 
and 1970s it brought with it an 

explosion in agriculture, in particular rice 
cultivation. But it also brought a new  
disease to the area — malaria.

“the north coast is a semi-arid area, the 
only reason there is malaria there is because 
of irrigation,” says andrés sánchez, a senior 
program specialist with the international 
development research centre, which is 
supporting a project in the region that could 
help eliminate the deadly disease. “it’s a man-
made problem.”

fortunately, there’s also a man-made solution. 
research from the past 15 years has shown that 
by changing irrigation practices, farmers can 
prevent the breeding of malaria mosquitoes 
in their own fields. instead of keeping fields 
flooded throughout the growing season, farmers 
can alternate between flooding and drying their 
rice paddies. this breaks the life cycle of the 
mosquitoes that carry the malaria parasite and 
drastically reduces their numbers.

“when farmers practiced intermittent 
irrigation, there was an 85 per cent decrease 
in malaria-infected mosquito larvae in rice 
paddies, which contributed to a reduction 
in disease transmission in parts of the 
Jequetepeque valley,” says elena ogusuku, an 
entomologist at Peru’s ministry of health who is 
leading the project that’s investigating ways to 
encourage the practice.

Previous attempts to deal with the problem 
met with little success. in one jurisdiction, for 
example, rice paddies are not allowed within 
500 metres of villages, but that still leaves 
farm workers exposed to infected mosquitoes. 
and eradication efforts using pesticides just 
led to increased resistance to the chemicals 
among the mosquitoes. intermittent irrigation 
is much more effective, but needs to be taken 
up more widely to really make a dent in malaria 
transmission in northern Peru. “the mosquitoes 
can fly from field to field, so the trick is to do it 
on a mass scale,” says sanchez.

the advantages of controlling irrigation 
go beyond tackling malaria transmission. 
intermittent irrigation can reduce water use 
by between 20 to 30 per cent, an important 

consideration in the dry region, where water 
allocation is a constant source of tension and 
where 15,000 hectares of arable land lie unused 
because of a lack of water, says ogusuku.

it also makes economic sense. the 
intermittent drying kills off common rice pests, 
reducing the need for expensive pesticides, and 
allows more oxygen to reach the plants’ roots, 
boosting yields by as much as 25 per cent.

with so many advantages, you might think 
converting the entire region to intermittent 
irrigation would be an easy sell, but that has 
not proven to be the case.

local farmers are conservative and risk-
averse, and can be reluctant to try new 
techniques — especially since there’s no 
support from the government to cover any 
extra costs, so the farmers must invest their 
own time and money to take part in the 
project. there are also no agricultural extension 
programs to help spread new farming methods 
or technologies, so ogusuku is working with 
local farmers and ngos to provide technical 
assistance and share local experience.

there’s also bureaucracy and inertia to 
overcome. getting the three government 
ministries interested in the project — agriculture, 
environment and health — to work together 

has proven challenging, and there are strong 
vested interests involved in the allocation and 
distribution of water resources. “water is power,” 
says sanchez.

But there are some signs of progress. 
the farmer-led irrigation authority in the 
Jequetepeque valley, representing 15,000 
farmers, has financed a technology-transfer 
workshop to test the adoption of the 
technique, showing growing acceptance of the 
idea by farmers.

the government is also coming around. in 
2014 the president of Peru declared that it was 
in the national interest to adopt intermittent 
irrigation throughout the north coast (a 
decree with no real legal force behind it, but 
symbolically powerful nonetheless). and 
earlier this year, the government established 
a commission involving representatives 
from the ministries of agriculture, health 
and environment, as well as three regional 
governments, to promote and track progress 
on implementing the technique. the national 
agricultural research institute is now planning 
to run commercial demonstration fields to test 
large-scale intermittent irrigation in the next 
growing season.

“it’s working,” says sanchez, “but slowly.”

agriculture and environment

A member of the intermittent 
irrigation project team  
helps a farmer conduct a  
test to measure rice yields 
near the town of Guadalupe. 

By changing irrigation 
practices, farmers can prevent  
the breeding of malaria  
mosquitoes in their own fields.

Peru
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Aung San Suu Kyi is a celebrated human 
rights activist that led opposition to 
the military junta that took power in 

Burma (now Myanmar) in 1962. She was one of 
the founders of the country’s National League 
for Democracy and a champion for the estab-
lishment of a civilian government. In 1989, she 
became a political prisoner of the military and 
remained under house arrest for 15 of the next 
21 years. She was released in 2010, as Myan-
mar slowly began to embrace democracy. 

while the rest of the world was a google search 
away from following aung san suu kyi’s political 
career, few in myanmar had the means to access 
digital information about her. state restrictions 
on communications and a lack of reform in the 
telecoms sector meant myanmar spent years in a 
digital blackout, its citizens without the educa-
tional and entrepreneurial opportunities afforded 
by the web. the ruling military failed to develop 
telecommunications capacity even as many of 
their asian neighbours forged ahead. 

as recently as 2004, while broadband net-
works were readily available in nearby china for 
us$9.66 per month and in sri lanka for $21.71, 
in myanmar the cost for a low-speed connection 
was a whopping $4,794 per month. in addition, 
“it cost $2,500 just to get a sim card!” says rohan 
samarajiva, chair of lirneasia, an information and 
communications technology policy and regula-
tion think tank based in colombo, sri lanka. 

this information and communications technol-
ogy hurdle, especially as it related to opportunity 
in the global economy, was one of the many 

reasons the once prosperous country remains 
classified by the un as a “least developed country,” 
a status it first attained in 1987. But after 2010, 
things began to change. as part of the transition 
to democracy, the myanmar government sought 
reforms that could begin the rebuilding of a once 
prosperous economy, says samarajiva. 

“telecom was a good candidate that could 
yield quick results for the people,” he says.

lirneasia, along with india’s centre for 
internet and society, came on board to help 
myanmar make the transition to a socially 
inclusive, networked economy. while working 
closely with the myanmar ict development 
organization (mido) and with the support of 
funders such as the international development 
research centre,  lirneasia is helping support 

information and communications technology 
skills in myanmar “ by teaching through the 
process of doing,” says samarajiva. 

in some cases this means consulting with gov-
ernment on how to manage companies to set up 
and share telecommunications infrastructure and 
products. in other cases, lirneasia conducts large-
scale surveys and research projects (one study 
had 4,000 participants) to evaluate the progress 
of development of information and communi-
cations technology, suggest relevant policy and 
build government accountability. the research 
programs are also designed to provide mentoring 
opportunities so that in time organizations like 
mido will be empowered to do the same. 

as a result of these collaborations, myanmar 
has rapidly adopted cellular technology. in 
2013, about 10 per cent of the population had 
phones; today, 90 per cent do. myanmar has 
also blown past the voice-only cellphone stage 
common to many developing nations, with 63 
per cent of cellphone users owning smart-
phones. “it is one of the fastest growing telecom 
sectors i have ever seen, and i have been in this 
field for over 30 years,” says samarajiva.

the impacts of a digitally connected society 
have begun to show themselves. “one of the most 
significant results has been around the election,” 
says samarajiva, referring to the november 2015 
election in which aung san suu kyi and the 
nld gained a majority government. apps were 
developed to allow people across the country to 
monitor for election fraud, says samarajiva, mak-
ing election results difficult to dispute.

Phyu Phyu thi, mido’s research and develop-
ment manager, works with lirneasia to collect 
surveys in the field and has seen the benefits 
connectivity has brought. for example, during 
floods that commonly plague the countryside, 
villagers requiring assistance can easily ask for 
help from neighbours and emergency services 
agencies, which has in turn improved the quality 
of emergency relief work. in another example, she 
says rural youth are trying to overcome literacy 
barriers and improve future opportunities by 
learning english on their smartphones. 

aung san suu kyi has been quoted as saying 
“if you do nothing, you get nothing.” myanmar is 
doing a lot to move toward a networked society. 
early results suggest it’s paying off.

The Myanmar government  
sought reforms that could  
begin the rebuilding of a once  
prosperous economy. 

Buddhist nuns in Myanmar 
take and examine pictures 
of each other. Myanmar has 
rapidly become digitally 
connected to the rest of Asia 
and the world in recent years. 

GETTING CONNECTED 
in myanmar 
After years of falling behind the rest of Asia in information and 
communications technology, myanmar is quickly catching up 

By Niki Wilson 

technology and innovation
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inclusive economies

T  hroughout much of Latin America, 
borders can be dangerous places. 
Smuggling, drug running and human 

trafficking are lucrative businesses — the 
United Nations estimates that the illegal drug 
trade in the region is worth $450 billion a 
year — and those that control it are not afraid 
to use violence to protect their investment.

it’s the people who live near borders that 
have to deal with the consequences of this 
violence, says fernando carrión, a researcher 
at the latin american faculty of social sciences 
in quito, ecuador. “Border towns suffer from 
murder, robbery and insecurity, which hinders 
local development and integration between 
countries,” he says.

carrión is interested in what makes these 
illegal economies work, and how countries can 
work together to dismantle them. supported 
by the international development research 
centre (idrc), he is leading a project to map 
and study the underlying political economy of 
illegal trading and violence in latin american 
border regions, and come up with ways to 
combat and prevent it.

“we want to not only study violence and 
national security issues, but also to think deeper 
and learn what the underlying causes are,” says 
markus gottsbacher, the idrc staffer handling 
the project, adding that what reporting is done 
on the topic is “rather superficial.” 

carrión and his colleagues felt it would 
be too dangerous and expensive to do their 

research directly in the border regions, so they 
study newspaper and magazine reports, journal 
articles and national crime statistics from the 
past 10 years, looking for patterns that they 
can develop into a comprehensive picture of 
the illegal economies of the border regions. 
But that doesn’t mean their work is without 
risk. “when you’re studying illegal markets, 
regardless of where one is, you face risks,” 
says carrión. “it involves revealing the ways 
the smugglers operate, which can affect their 
interests. so our research requires us to have 
security when we do travel to those areas.”

using public media sources such as 
newspapers helps the researchers develop 
a fuller picture of the situation than if they 
relied solely on government data, adds 

carrión, because reporters will often look 
beyond the local level when chasing a story. 
“usually the information on these issues is 
handled by the respective countries,” he says. 
“the journalistic sources allow us to discover 
the logic of events, through the behaviour of 
the various actors.”

carrión has found that the development 
of the illicit economy in border regions 
comes from the lack of integration 
between countries, creating what he calls 
“complementary asymmetries” in economic 
and legal policies. “two countries with 
different economic policies generate, via 
smuggling, illegal economies,” he says. 

But the problem is rarely confined to a 
single border between two nations. the issue 
is global, as what is being smuggled — drugs, 
guns, people, to name but a few — is fed 
into international illegal economies. “the 
whole system is connected to global matters,” 
says gottsbacher. to try and develop an 
understanding of the complex international 
dimensions of the problem, carrión’s project 
involves researchers and policymakers from 
eight latin american countries: argentina, 
Brazil, Bolivia, colombia, ecuador, guatemala, 
mexico and Peru.

the goal is not just to unravel what is 
happening at the borders, but also to design 
projects to help improve the situation. to 
help fight the violence associated with illegal 
border economies, carrión and his colleagues 
are helping to strengthen international ties 
and cooperation in the region. “it’s very 
difficult for a single country to take on all of 
these problems,” he says. 

they are working with ecuador’s attorney 
general to create a south american international 
criminal court, fostering the development 
of the latin american organisation of Border 
cities and creating a network of institutions 
and researchers in the region who can share 
ideas and solutions. “you need good allies at the 
national and regional level to deal with these 
issues,” says gottsbacher.

all of their projects are focused on what 
carrión calls the “positive agenda” — looking 
for ways to improve cooperation, integration 
and understanding between people across 
borders, rather than a heavy-handed law and 
order approach. 

“this project tries to improve border 
governance with less focus on national security 
issues,” says gottsbacher, “and more on how to 
collaborate in positive terms.”

A man peers through a hole 
in a wall that separates 
Tijuana, Mexico, from the 
United States. Throughout 
Latin America, border cities 
are often dangerous places 
where illegal activity creates 
havoc for residents.

The goal is not just to unravel 
what is happening at the borders, 
but also to design projects to 
help improve the situation.

BUILDING BETTER  
Borders in latin america 
Illegal trading and accompanying violence plague Latin America’s 
borders, but researchers in ecuador are combating the problem

By Brian Owens

Ecuador
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WATER PROBLEMS, 
solar solutions 
how solar-powered water pumps are helping  
farmers in Pakistan adjust to climate change

By Alanna Mitchell 

One answer to the knotty question 
of how some of Asia’s poorest 
farmers can adapt to the hardships 

of climate change may come down to a 
simple water pump.

But this pump doesn’t run on the usual 
electricity or diesel fuel. instead, it gets its 
energy from the sun, allowing farmers to 
bypass electricity shortages and the high costs 
of diesel fuel, and, using direct-current solar 
energy, pump water from depths of about 
30 to 60 metres, as long as the sun is shining. 
“if we can replace diesel-driven pumps with 
clean energy, that is exciting,” says Bashir 
ahmad, program leader of climate change 
and geo-informatics at the climate change, 
alternate energy and water resources institute 
of the national agricultural research centre in 
islamabad, Pakistan.

ahmad’s research group recently unveiled an 
even greater breakthrough for farmers in the 
soan river basin, a mid-altitude region of the 
hindu kush range in the western himalayas. 
it is a more powerful alternating-current solar 
pump that not only allows farmers to access 
groundwater as deep as 91 metres below 
the surface but also costs half as much as the 
direct-current solar pump.

the new pump is the result of a partnership 
with the himalayan adaptation, water and 
resilience project (hi-aware), one of a quartet 
of programs in the collaborative adaptation 
research initiative in africa and asia (cariaa), 

which is supported by the international 
development research centre (idrc) and Britain’s 
department for international development. 
Between them, the two pumps could 
revolutionize several aspects of farming across 
large areas of Pakistan and other parts of asia that 
are fed by mountain glaciers and the snowpack.

that’s important because the hindu kush 
himalayan region, known as the water tower of 
asia, is drying up. a global climate change hot 
spot, its glaciers, the biggest collection of ice on 
earth outside the polar caps, are shrinking as 
the planet warms.

the results trickle down the mountains 
and into the flood plains of 10 major asian 
river systems, including the indus, ganges 
and Brahmaputra, across eight countries from 

afghanistan in the west to myanmar in the 
east. those rivers directly support about 210 
million people; their basins help support 1.3 
billion people, or nearly a fifth of the world’s 
population. many are struggling to adapt to 
rivers that simply don’t contain as much water 
as they once did — or at least not at the times 
of year they once did.

“the climate change impacts are very 
high; people are quite poor,” says kallur 
subrammanyam murali, who oversees 
hi-aware for the idrc in new delhi, india. 
“livelihoods are under immense pressure.”

it will be worse in the future, as climate 
change continues to shrink the glaciers and 
destabilize the seasons even more, says 
ahmad. Projections suggest that by about the 
middle of the century, the flow of the mighty 
indus river will be reduced by 30 to 40 per 
cent, he said. not only that, but rainfall is 
becoming unreliable.

in the islamabad region, for example, 
patterns are dramatically different from two 
decades ago, ahmad says. then, rainfall was 
uniform; the summer monsoon arrived in the 
first week of July and left in the second half 

of september. now, sometimes the rain stays 
away for two or three months, which makes it 
hard to grow food.

in a bid to help, the government of Pakistan 
had invested heavily in water-efficient irrigation 
systems using drip or sprinkler methods, but 
farmers weren’t using them because they 
couldn’t afford the non-solar pumping costs.

the hi-aware program is trying to come 
up with solutions to keep food on the table 
and the solar pumps are an early success. in 
the next three years, 50,000 hectares of land in 
Punjab province will be fitted out with high-
efficiency irrigation systems. the government of 
Pakistan has announced that it will provide as 
many as 30,000 farmers with interest-free loans 
to buy the alternating-current solar pumps over 
the same period, with preference given to those 
who have already installed or are willing to 
install a high-efficiency irrigation system.

Bernard cantin, the ottawa-based program 
leader of cariaa, says this is just one of a 
range of pilot projects on the go, some of 
which he hopes will eventually give people 
right across asia new tools to keep feeding 
their families.

Pakistan

If we can replace 
diesel-driven pumps 
with clean energy, 
that is exciting.

An array of solar panels 
in Chakwal, Pakistan. The 
panels are part of a solar-
powered water-pump system 
that uses a high-efficiency 
sprinkler to irrigate crops.
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THE RIGHT EqUATION 
for africa  

By Niki Wilson

As a young Zimbabwean biology 
teacher about to become a student at 
the African Institute for Mathematical 

Sciences in Cape Town, South Africa, in 2004, 
Tendai Mugwawa had no idea that her time 
there would radically change the course 
of her career. Ten months of intense study 
would fuse her passion for math and biology, 
and ignite a desire to eradicate the diseases 
that plague her country. She would go on to 
earn a PhD in theoretical immunology, and 
ultimately work for Public Health England, 
where she now develops mathematical 
models that are used to understand and 
control tuberculosis outbreaks.

it’s important work, but also a stepping-
stone. “my ambition is to be on the team that 
makes policy to control disease,” she says. “for 
example, in situations like the outbreak of 
ebola in west africa.” like many graduates of 
the institute, mugwawa eventually wants to put 
her skills to work in africa. she’s already taking 
leaves from Public health england to teach as a 
sessional instructor at the cameroon branch of 
the institute, in the capital, yaoundé.

the institute is the brainchild of neil turok, an 
awarding-winning physicist and the director of 
the Perimeter institute for theoretical Physics, 
in waterloo, ont. turok grew up in south africa 
until his family was exiled for publically opposing 
apartheid in 1966. as a 17-year-old in the mid-
1970s, turok returned to africa and became a 
volunteer teacher in lesotho. his experiences 

with bright young students convinced him to 
create a place where africans could cultivate 
skills to solve african problems.

what started out as one facility in south africa 
in 2003 has led to four more across the continent, 
in tanzania, cameroon, ghana and senegal. this 
expansion is part of the next einstein initiative, 
which started in 2008 and is one of the institute’s 
core programs. its purpose is to open 15 more 
branches of the institute across africa by 2023. 
through the program, the institute hopes “people 
of rare ability — africa’s own einsteins — will 
emerge, capable of innovative breakthroughs to 
transform africa’s future.”

through its international development 
research centre, canada is one of many 
governments supporting this expansion. aims 

also benefits from the support of universities 
such as cambridge and oxford, and academic 
patrons such as stephen hawking.

with increased capacity, the list of successful 
alumni tackling everything from disease 
control to economics continues to grow. so far, 
960 students from 42 african countries have 
graduated — 31 per cent of them women. these 
students have had the benefit of world-class 
lecturers, including Jeff orchard, a computer 
scientist from the university of waterloo.

orchard is interested in how the brain works, 
particularly in the mechanisms that underlie 
how the brain is organized and how it moves 
information around. he studies this at the level 
of neurons, and develops computer programs 
to simulate neural activity. in 2012 and 2014, 
he offered a course at the institute in south 
africa that explained the math and computing 
science behind the programs.

most students come to the institute with 
some kind of math background, and lecturers 

such as orchard are brought in to build on that 
in a number of disciplines, he explains. “last 
time as i was arriving, a team of scientists from 
austria and the united states were just leaving, 
having taught a course on insurance,” he says.

all topics, however broad, are connected 
through the application of math skills. “math is 
the universal language of science,” says orchard. 
“with a math degree what you get is very careful, 
abstract thinkers that can take a problem, put it in 
a broader context and solve a broader problem.”

for orchard, though, the institute is about 
much more than academics. he says the sense of 
community that came from eating, working and 
living with all the other students and faculty was 
one of the highlights of his time there.

mugawa believes her experience at the 
institute changed the way she viewed science. 
“Before, i used to see mathematics as a set of 
problems that needed solving,” she says. “But 
now it is a set of tools that i can use to solve 
other life problems.”

how the African Institute for mathematical Sciences 
is helping shape the continent’s future

Before I used to see mathematics 
as a set of problems that  
needed solving, but now it is  
a set of tools that I can use to 
solve other life problems.

Students from the African 
Institute for Mathematical 
Sciences outside the 
organization’s building in 
Cape Town, South Africa, 
one of the institute’s five 
locations across Africa.  

South Africa
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How does the world’s industrial 
production go green? While much 
of the focus in recent years has been 

on whether the brand-name, billion-dollar 
multinationals are doing it, economists in 
Latin America have begun wondering about 
the smaller links in the production chain.

the logic is sound. those non-multination-
als may be small, but they are massive when 
it comes to their cumulative effect on both 
employment and pollution, says Ben Petrazzini, 
senior program specialist at the regional office 
for latin america and the caribbean of the 
international development research centre 
(idrc) in montevideo, uruguay. “the issues are 
very important when it comes to the future of 
the environment and climate change,” he says. 
“and when it comes to small and medium-sized 
enterprises, there hasn’t been much attention.”

recently, because latin american economies 
are in the throes of a lengthy boom, there has 
been pressure from more developed countries 
for that growth to be environmentally friendly, 
no matter what size the business. that’s driven 
by an idea that took hold in the wake of the 
global economic collapse of 2008: that green 
growth can create jobs, alleviate poverty and 
reduce social inequality.

But there’s a hitch. while large compa-
nies tend to have money to put into green 
strategies, smaller enterprises are less likely 
to be able to put aside cash for that sort of 
investment. not only that, but governments 

historically have focussed policy measures on 
the larger companies, leaving smaller ones to 
their own devices, without much explanation of 
what to do or why it matters.

it adds up to a conundrum. worse, as Petrazz-
ini and his colleagues at the idrc discovered, 
there was a near total lack of data on the small-
er business and their attempts to go green.

that led the idrc to support two studies 
worth $1.39 million to find out the basics in 
countries across the region, including argenti-
na. Both studies ended in 2015.

daniela ramos, an economist and principal 
researcher at the non-profit foundation centro 
de investigaciones para la transformación in 
Buenos aires, oversaw a two-year study that 
examined how efforts to go green affected the 

competitiveness and employment at about 
20 food and beverage, textiles and machinery 
businesses. she says her team had to agree 
not to name any of the companies studied to 
allay fears that the information could be used 
against them somehow, a common barrier to 
research in argentina.

one of the first findings was just how little 
the smaller firms knew about making their 
operations more environmentally sustainable, 
whether it was reducing the amount of industrial 
waste put into the land and water or reducing 
carbon-based fuels in production. they didn’t 
know which technologies to use or how to apply 
them. “we found that firms that intended to 
green their processes in some cases could not,” 
says ramos. “they were not very well informed.”

and even if they knew what to do, they rarely 
had the money to accomplish their goals. in ad-
dition, few could see how greening production 
would do anything but cost them money. they 
didn’t link it to future savings in production 
costs or to potentially increased markets from 
environmentally savvy consumers.

nevertheless, all the firms had improved 
environmental standards to some extent over 
time, ramos says. during the process, they were 

also able to keep employment at stable levels, 
rather than having to cut staff because of extra 
costs. “it’s not a dichotomy. it’s a process, a 
continuous path,” she says. “they realize this is 
something they can’t avoid so they start incor-
porating some technology and they walk along 
a path to become greener.”

eduardo Bianchi, a professor at the instituto 
universitario escuela argentina de negocios in 
Buenos aires, was involved in the other idrc-sup-
ported study, a three-year project coordinated 
by the argentine branch of the latin american 
faculty of social sciences and carried out by the 
latin american trade network that looked at the 
impact of low-carbon economies on growth and 
inclusion. Bianchi says that an in-depth study 
on the dairy industry that he co-authored for 
the idrc project showed that small and medi-
um-sized firms need policy regulation if they are 
to become greener. he added that governments 
must help them gain access to financing.

while the studies showed that the smaller 
firms have a long way to go to become greener, 
they also showed the tremendous environmen-
tal benefits latin america could reap with a 
little policy help. “the environment is seen as a 
cost,” Bianchi says, “but it is also an opportunity.”

GREENING SOUTH AMERICA, 
one Business at a time
A look at how small- and medium-sized businesses on the continent 
are starting to play a bigger role in environmental sustainability

By Alanna Mitchell 

Argentina

South American businesses, 
such as this print shop in Peru, 
are seeking to reduce their 
environmental impact as they 
begin to play a key role in 
sustainability in the region.

The environment is 
seen as a cost, but it is 
also an opportunity.
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MOROCCO ADAPTS  
to a new climate reality 
how one project is helping a part of the North African country 
innovate to weather the effects of a changing climate

By Alanna Mitchell 

Ten women who can barely read or 
write. Six remote, impoverished 
villages nestled in the High Atlas 

Mountains, near Marrakech, Morocco. An 
increase in flash floods that contaminate 
water for days. The vulnerable, especially 
children and the elderly, who fall ill when 
they drink it anyway.

how to help them cope? one idea is to give 
the 10 women tablet computers, internet con-
nections and a dedicated facebook page, and 
then teach them how to stay in touch.

why the women? they are the de facto 
heads of their households, eking out a living 
running local restaurants, working in agricul-
ture or as temporary employees while their 
husbands work in marrakech. when the floods 
come, it’s the women who must deal with 
the catastrophic fallout. and they do it with 
courage and creativity, says diane Pruneau, a 
professor of environmental education at the 
university of moncton, whose team developed 
the facebook project.

researchers taught the women how to 
use the computers, explaining how to take 
photographs and videos, and then post them, 
along with comments. the researchers chose 
facebook because it’s simple to use. Before 
the training, the women had not known each 
other, despite living in villages strung along 
the ourika river.

during a recent flood, as the river swelled 
unexpectedly and put their villages in peril, the 

women set up a system to warn each other. 
those upstream posted pictures and video and 
wrote comments to let the women in villages 
downstream know what was happening.

after the flood, they experimented with 
home-made water filtration systems using 
sand, rocks, charcoal or fabric, taking photos of 
them and sharing the information with others 
on facebook. eventually, they came up with 
new ways of managing scarce water resourc-
es, and are exploring ways of protecting their 
homes during floods, meaning that they can 
teach other villagers, too.

Pruneau’s facebook group is part of a 
$650,000, three-year program called gestion 
integrée des ressources en eau & Paiement des 
services environnementaux, or girePse, which 

is funded by the international development 
research centre (idrc) to help vulnerable com-
munities in the high atlas mountains weather 
changes stemming from climate change and 
other types of environmental degradation.

those problems are getting worse, says 
abdellatif khattabi, president of the associa-
tion marocaine des sciences régionales who 
heads the project in morocco. climate change is 
already affecting morocco, leading to droughts. 
rains now arrive in odd, vast torrents that the 
land is less able to absorb. not only that, but 
the rains are less predictable than they used to 
be and air temperatures are higher.

at the same time, tree-cutting in the hills 
that feed the watershed has decreased forest 
cover, and agriculture is intensifying, but 
land-management practices to preserve water 
are not keeping up with the changes. it adds 
up to more intense flooding, says heidi Braun 
the idrc officer in charge of the program. mega 
floods that used to happen only once or twice a 
century now happen far more often.

and pressures are growing on what little wa-
ter there is. marrakech’s population is increas-
ing; tourists are flocking to the ourika basin in 
summer and winter; industry and agriculture 
are consuming more water. worse, analysts 

predict that as climate change intensifies, less 
rain will fall on the area each year on average 
(although in more dramatic storms) and the 
temperature will continue to rise, causing great-
er evaporation.

the girePse project is exploring a raft of 
innovative coping mechanisms for these 
problems. for example, could tourists pay a 
small environmental tax to support water con-
servation? could increasing and maintaining 
agricultural practices such as terracing reduce 
erosion? could villagers make money from 
preserving fruit crops so they could sell them at 
higher prices throughout the year?

meanwhile, the facebook group has been an 
early and exciting success story about the abil-
ity of villagers to adapt to the coming changes, 
says khattabi. But both he and Pruneau say that 
the project has had intriguing side benefits that 
go far beyond adapting to climate change. as 
the women communicated with each other, 
they began to believe that their observations 
and even their opinions about the floods mat-
tered. they liked being heard. they even began 
sharing views about other issues they face. 
Perhaps most important of all, they began to 
believe that their actions can make lives better 
for themselves and their families.

Morocco

Restaurants and cafés line the 
banks of Morocco’s Ourika 
River in spring and summer, 
but when flooding occurs, 
the river can damage homes, 
businesses and infrastructure. 

Their actions can make 
lives better for themselves 
and their families.
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DIGITALLy DEFUSING 
the rumour mill  
The text-messaging technology that’s helping 
quash misinformation and save lives in Kenya

technology and innovation

By Brian Owens 

In southeastern Kenya’s remote Tana River 
Delta, bad information can be deadly. 
For six months starting in the summer 

of 2012, violent clashes between two of 
the region’s main ethnic groups, Pokomo 
farmers and Orma herders, killed about 170 
people and displaced as many as 40,000.

much of the violence was driven by rumours, 
as people heard about attacks or planned 
attacks and retaliated or launched pre-emptive 
attacks of their own. But most of the rumours 
were false or exaggerated, either growing 
organically from a misunderstanding, or started 
deliberately to stir up trouble.

so in 2013, with support from the 
international development research centre, 
the sentinel Project, a toronto-based ngo that 
works to prevent genocide, began studying how 
the rumours spread and how to counter them.

christopher tuckwood, the sentinel Project’s 
executive director, notes the lack of any local 
media in the area is a major driver of rumours. 
“People have no reliable source of information, 
so they rely on word of mouth, which is often 
unreliable,” he says.

to help fill that gap, the sentinel Project 
created una hakika (swahili for Are you sure?), a 
service that uses mobile phone text-messages, 
voice calls and facebook to verify or debunk 
rumours and provide accurate information 
about the local situation. when subscribers 
hear a worrying rumour — that a neighbouring 
village is stockpiling weapons for an attack, 

for example — they can send it to una hakika 
to be checked out. John green otunga, the 
project’s local coordinator, then investigates 
the rumour with the help of local police and 
community volunteers, and reports back to the 
subscriber and others in the area on its veracity.

in January 2016, for example, a young 
Pokomo man went to the mainly orma village 
of kipao to work for the day, but did not return 
home that night. the next morning, rumours 
began to spread that he had been murdered. 
otunga investigated and discovered that the 
man had reappeared unharmed later that 
morning — he’d been delayed on his way 
home, and had decided to camp out in a tree 
for the night. By getting the word out with una 
hakika, otunga was able to prevent pointless 

violence. “that morning, some young men were 
planning a revenge attack,” he says.

una hakika is careful about how it sends 
out information. for example, the service 
won’t send out a message debunking a 
rumour to an area where that rumour hasn’t 
been spreading. “we don’t want to spread 
rumours inadvertently,” says tuckwood. and if 
a report of violence turns out to be true, the 
reply will often be delayed to give people a 
chance to calm down.

the most important aspect of the project 
has been building trust between una hakika 
and the local communities, so that they see 
it as a reliable source of information, says 
otunga. that involved meeting with the 
elders and chiefs of the villages, and getting 
members of the community involved in the 
project (una hakika has about 200 volunteer 
community “ambassadors” who help with 
investigations, pass on information and 
organize meetings). gaining that trust was a 
challenge, and took the better part of a year. 
“the first reaction was that people thought 

the organization had its own agenda,” says 
kode komora, one of the ambassadors. “But 
with time, they started to trust us as they saw 
the information was good.”

that trust-building has paid off. over the 
past two years, phase one of the una hakika 
project in the tana delta has gained more than 
1,500 subscribers in 17 villages, and reaches 
an estimated 45,000 people. there has been 
an “explosive improvement” in the quality of 
information available to people in the tana delta 
with the arrival of una hakika, says komora. 

the next step is to expand the project 
to cover more of the country in time for 
the august 2017 elections, when politically 
motivated misinformation is expected to 
raise tensions. the political parties tend to 
divide along ethnic lines and often play up 
the conflicts between groups to drum up 
support, and that can boil over into violence, 
as it did during the 2007 elections when 
more than 1,000 people were killed. the hope 
is that una hakika can defuse some of those 
tensions this time around.

A group of Una Hakika 
community ambassadors  
in the town of Kipini. 

They started to trust us 
as they saw the information 
was good.
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DETERMINING  
women’s destiny 
how evaluating an educational program that helps women 
in India empower themselves could help ensure its future

By Niki Wilson 

Just outside the city of Muzaffarpur 
in the Indian state of Bihar, a middle-
aged woman named Vibha works as a 

stonemason in a production plant. Without 
knowing the context, there would be nothing 
remarkable about this situation — after 
all, women are paid to work physical jobs 
around the world every day. But not here, 
where women don’t often have the education 
and training required to earn money for 
themselves. Vibha is known locally as “the first 
woman mason.” The fact that she has a job — 
let alone one traditionally held by men — was 
a social breakthrough in her community.

vibha’s journey to employment was born 
from a necessity for the most basic needs. she 
comes from one of Bihar’s poorest districts, 
a place where there are neither bathrooms 
nor infrastructure for sewage. many people 
simply defecate in open fields or patches of 
vegetation, exposing themselves to e. coli and 
the bites of poisonous snakes and insects. it’s 
a difficult situation for all that live there, but 
women suffer additional hardships.

as public nudity is taboo for women in india, 
they tend to only relieve themselves before 
dawn or after dark, a practice that can lead to 
medical problems caused by attempting to 
suppress urination and defecation for the entire 
day and leave them vulnerable to sexual assault.

the mahila samakhya program is working to 
help prevent such problems. launched in 1988 by 
the indian government, it educates and empow-

ers rural women on issues such as sanitation, 
domestic violence, education and child marriage. 
a key part of the program is that women identify 
specific issues important to their communities 
and support each other to find solutions.

through her local mahila samakhya program, 
in 2000 vibha learned about the basic principles 
of hygiene and sanitation, and was encouraged 
to participate in the planning and management 
of water and sanitation resources. the program 
helped train her and other women as masons 
so that they could build toilet facilities 
themselves. the work not only made vibha’s 
environment more secure but also created a 
path to her economic empowerment.

the process by which mahila samakhya 
economically empowers women like vibha 

is the subject of a three-year study being 
conducted by nivedetha menon and her 
colleagues at the Bangalore-based centre for 
Budget and Policy studies. menon hopes the 
study will help her and her team understand 
more about how women learn to negotiate 
and advocate for themselves. “what is the 
process through which women start to see 
themselves as persons?” she wonders of those 
who come from districts where women are 
often considered property and are married 
away from their families at young ages.

funders of the centre’s evaluation — the 
international development research centre, 
the united kingdom’s department for 
international development and the william 
and flora hewlett foundation — hope that it 
will provide opportunities to learn from the 
program’s successes, along with opportunities 
to lend credibility to the outcomes.

“evidence-based policy is becoming more 
and more important,” says sharon Buteau, 
executive director of the chennai-based institute 
for financial management and research lead, 

an organization supporting the centre with 
their experience in setting up successful study 
designs for collecting information in rural india. 
Buteau says the government must show more 
transparency in their programs. it’s not enough 
that they exist — programs must be evaluated 
and reported on. 

the evaluation team is working in Bihar 
and the state of karnataka, collecting data 
from almost 4,000 households. while in some 
areas mahila samakhya groups have been 
established for decades, in others, the program 
is relatively new to the community. this will 
allow researchers to observe the effects of the 
program at different levels of progression.

meanwhile, vibha travels around Bihar 
teaching other women masonry skills, takes 
university courses and is held up by her 
children as a role model. through the support 
of mahila samakhya and the women in her 
community, she has overcome many gender 
stereotypes to become a respected community 
member. in doing so, she has laid the 
groundwork, brick by brick, for others to follow.

A key part of the program is 
that women identify specific issues 
important to their communities 
and support each other to 
find solutions.

India
Bihar

A member of the Mahila 
Samakhya program. Women 
who joined the program are 
helping India’s Centre for 
Budget and Policy Studies 
evaluate its effectiveness. 
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LOOKING TO FISH 
for food  
exploring ways to get fish 
on the table in Bolivia

By Brian Owens

People in Bolivia don’t eat much 
fish — among South American 
nations it has the lowest per-capita 

consumption — despite having a large 
number of lakes and rivers.

But local, sustainably sourced fish could be 
a good source of protein and help reduce food 
insecurity, as well as provide a new source 
of income for poor, rural populations. so the 
international development research centre 
and global affairs canada have teamed up 
with academics and ngos in canada and 
Bolivia on the amazon fish for food project, 
which is trying to find ways to encourage the 
sustainable use of the country’s fish resources 
through fishing and aquaculture.

“we want to build the value chain to get 
people to eat more fish, and to get fish into 
markets,” says Joachim carolsfeld, executive 
director of the world fisheries trust, and one of 
the project’s leaders.

the project aims to increase fish 
consumption by developing a fishery for 
the invasive paiche and through small-scale 
aquaculture for the native pacu.

Paiche are native to the lower amazon, but 
were introduced to the upper amazon about 40 
years ago when a Peruvian aquaculture project 
went bust and released its fish. since then they 
have “gone wild” in the river’s upper reaches, says 
carolsfeld. the monstrous fish, which can be as 
long as three metres, could provide new opportu-
nities and new markets if managed sustainably.

a big advantage of paiche is that as a new 
fishery, there is an opportunity to rethink how 
the production chain works. currently, most 
of the money from Bolivia’s fisheries goes to 
middlemen, rather than the fishers themselves, 
so carolsfeld and his colleagues in Bolivia are 
trying to negotiate more equitable arrangements 
for the paiche fishery. “the challenge is we’re 
dealing with the established social status quo,” 
says carolsfeld. “we have to manage not only the 
resource, but how people think about it.”

in other parts of the Bolivian amazon, the 
project is encouraging people to take up fish 
farming of pacu, a kind of giant vegetarian 
piranha, in small earthen ponds. in some 
regions, there is a tradition of women raising 
fish, so the goal is to spread the practice to 

other areas to provide a livelihood for rural 
communities. mark flaherty, a geographer 
at the university of victoria who is part of 
the project team, is working with a Bolivian 
rural development bank, cidre, to develop 
loans and other financial products to help 
people set up small aquaculture operations in 
their communities. “we’re trying to verify the 
assumption that people are interested,” he says. 
“we want to find out what they need to get 
started, and if credit is an issue.”

they also want to build up local technical 
expertise rather than rely on foreign experts 
who will disappear when the project ends — a 
problem other community-based aquaculture 
projects in the developing world have 
encountered before, says flaherty. “the fancy 
for it ends when the project ends,” he says. 
“People need skin in the game.”

with that in mind, the team is working to 
identify and train lead farmers who can help 
launch new aquaculture projects.

But none of this will matter if people in other 
parts of Bolivia aren’t interested in eating the 

fish. so luis Badani from the Bolivian marketing 
consultancy img is surveying markets around the 
country to find out why people eat so little fish, 
and what might change their minds. the main 
complaints, he has found, are that fish is generally 
expensive, smells bad and has too many bones.

Badani’s team is working on ways to solve 
those problems — improving the supply 
chain so that the fish arrive to market in better 
condition, with more diverse choices and better 
prices, as well as designing a permanent media 
campaign to encourage people to try fish. 
Paiche and pacu currently make up just a small 
part of the market for fish in Bolivia, so there’s 
plenty of room for growth, he says.

there could also be major export markets 
for both paiche and pacu in neighbouring 
countries, says Badani, but it could take 
several years for Bolivia’s nascent industry 
to develop to the point where it meets 
international quality standards. “the priority 
in these years is to meet domestic demand 
and achieve reasonable levels of consumption 
at the national level,” he says.

The goal is to spread the 

practice to other areas to  
provide a livelihood for  
rural communities.

A Bolivian fisherman on a 
tributary of the Amazon 
River paddles back to shore 
with his catch of paiche. 

Bolivia

agriculture and environment
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canada’s international development research 
centre (idrc) has been improving lives and 
livelihoods in the developing world since 
1970, investing in knowledge, innovations 
and solutions that have a lasting impact. the 
stories of the idrc projects in this digest are 
global, but they’re also canadian, making 
them a natural fit for Canadian Geographic, the 

mandate of which is to make canada better 
known to canadians and the world. the map 
below shows the 11 locations of the stories 
herein, each of which is colour-coded to 
represent one of idrc’s three main programs: 
agriculture and the evironment (green); 
inclusive economies (orange); and technology 
and innovation (brown). 
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